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In the mid-1990s, my research group began to devise a method to establish endothelial cell cultures from human
peripheral blood, with an ultimate goal of examining interindividual heterogeneity of endothelial biology. The initial work,
published in the JCI in 2000, described the method enabling successful attainment of blood outgrowth endothelial cells
(BOEC). Truly endothelial, BOEC are progeny of a transplantable cell that originates in bone marrow, a putative
endothelial progenitor. Our subsequent experimental work focused upon practical applications of BOEC: their use for
gene therapy, tissue engineering, assessment of mutant gene effect, and discovery of heterogeneity in endothelial
biology.
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The publication prompting this Hindsight 
(1) arose from my group’s effort, begin-
ning in 1996, to obtain endothelial cells by 
culturing human peripheral blood. In that 
year, a chance book encounter nurtured 
my belief that genetic variation establishes 
interindividual differences in endothelial 
cell function that, in turn, can contribute to 
the phenotypic heterogeneity observed in 
humans with clinical vascular disease. I will 
return to how we tested this notion in the 
concluding paragraphs. First, the journey.

A graduate student, Yi Lin, was per-
suaded to take on the challenge, and over 
two years of exploratory, iterative refine-
ments, she developed a tractable method 
to grow endothelial cells from cultured 
blood. Our subsequent paper published 
in the JCI on blood outgrowth endotheli-
al cells (BOEC) (1) and especially a paper 
from another group on so-called “EPC” 
(intended for endothelial progenitor cells) 
(2) launched a burgeoning exploration of 
regenerative cell therapeutics for vascu-
lar genesis and repair based on the con-
cept of using endothelial progenitor cells. 
Regrettably, the consequent literature 
includes frequent application of ambigu-
ous or errant terminologies to multiple cell 
types and mixed cell populations. This has 
served to blur the identities of several dis-
tinct cell types that are still often conflated 

by incautious authorship. Oddly, it is this 
unfortunate imprecision that accounts for 
many citations of our 2000 JCI paper!

Attempting to clarify, I present what 
I find to be the most cogent interpreta-
tion of an emergent paradigm that is still 
hampered by complexities, inconsisten-
cies, and controversies. I acknowledge 
that, as a result, the response of those in 
the field will vary from full agreement to 
ardent disagreement. Be that as it may, 
Figure 1 depicts the distinctions between 
the major relevant cell types found in 
peripheral blood. Circulating endothelial 
cells (CEC) are detached from the vessel 
wall endothelium by injurious pathobiol-
ogies. CEC have a very limited prolifera-
tive ability but may be useful for reporting 
the status of the endothelium remaining 
in situ (3). In contrast, cultures of periph-
eral blood mononuclear cells yield an 
outgrowth of cells falling into either 
endothelial or nonendothelial categories, 
depending upon specific culture meth-
od. Eventually, it became clear that the 
cells originally referred to as “EPC” (2) 
are actually of hematopoietic origin, with 
limited growth potential and an inability 
to produce endothelial cells (4, 5). Yet, in 
certain environments “EPC” provide crit-
ical nutritive support for endothelial cell 
expansion (see below).

BOEC, in contrast, are fully differ-
entiated endothelial cells by every mea-
sure: morphology, phenotype, organelle 
content, response to stimuli, observable 
behaviors, and gene expression pattern. 
Obtained by in vitro culture, BOEC are 
progeny of circulating, marrow-derived, 
transplantable cells that are putative endo-
thelial progenitor cells (1). The latter are 
now referred to as endothelial colony–
forming cells (ECFC); these reside in the 
vessel wall endothelium at higher num-
bers than in blood (4). Yet, enough ECFC 
circulate in the blood that they are found 
in the early stage of the same cultures from 
which BOEC ultimately emerge.

Uniquely useful features  
of BOEC
Several features render BOEC attractive 
for use in applications that require cells 
from a specific donor. Examples include 
autologous cell therapy and — per my 
own original interest — examination of 
the endothelial biology that accompanies 
a certain disease type, phenotype or gen-
otype. Accessible from peripheral blood, 
BOEC growth is robust, yielding up to  
1 × 1019 cells (~63 doublings), after which 
they stop growing but remain viable (1). 
We, of course, did not keep all cells, as 
that would have amounted to approxi-
mately 1 × 106 kg of BOEC! These cells still 
can be produced using a closed system 
or if animal serum is replaced by autolo-
gous human serum (Nguyen and Hebbel, 
unpublished observations) or a human 
platelet lysate. BOEC maintain a stable 
phenotype, as assessed by surface antigen 
and gene expression, at least through a  
1 × 109–fold expansion, although at that 
point they are attaining some morpho-
logic heterogeneity. Finally, BOEC grown 
in vitro tolerate cryopreservation and/or 
gene transfer and thereafter can be fur-
ther expanded.

Demonstrated (experimental) 
uses of BOEC
It appears that the biological, essential role 
of ECFC is to generate endothelial cells 
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In the mid-1990s, my research group began to devise a method to establish 
endothelial cell cultures from human peripheral blood, with an ultimate 
goal of examining interindividual heterogeneity of endothelial biology. The 
initial work, published in the JCI in 2000, described the method enabling 
successful attainment of blood outgrowth endothelial cells (BOEC). Truly 
endothelial, BOEC are progeny of a transplantable cell that originates in bone 
marrow, a putative endothelial progenitor. Our subsequent experimental 
work focused upon practical applications of BOEC: their use for gene therapy, 
tissue engineering, assessment of mutant gene effect, and discovery of 
heterogeneity in endothelial biology.
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endothelium that would exhibit exaggerat-
ed responsiveness to inflammatory insult. 
Indeed, when we reestablished cultures 
of the frozen/stored BOEC from the same 
children, further study revealed that BOEC 
from those with vasculopathy exhibited an 
enhanced NF-κB activation response to 
TNF/IL-1 stimulation. We do not yet know 
if the alterations accounting for this are tru-
ly genetic or epigenetic. Slightly favoring 
this outcome being truly genetic is the fact 
that BOEC themselves have never been 
exposed to in vivo conditions.

Next, we compared BOEC from Afri-
can Americans and European Americans 
(12). Some of the differences we observed 
in gene expression were consistent with 
the known disparity in cancer prevalence 
in these populations, while other varia-
tions suggested that the endothelium of 
the two groups might respond differently 
to shear stress, a major determinant of 
endothelial cell homeostasis. As it hap-
pens, African Americans tend to have low-
ered flow-mediated arterial dilation (13), 
a vasoregulatory response that, indeed, 
depends upon the signal that flowing 
blood, via creation of wall shear stress, 
sends into endothelium. It remains to be 
seen if testing of individuals will reveal 
a correlation between such differences 
in BOEC gene expression and measured 
variations in shear-stress response. Yet, 
one wonders if such a difference could 
contribute to known differences in arterial 
disease risk among human populations of 
differing ancestral backgrounds.

With this beginning, we are hopeful 
that the accessibility and resilience of 
BOEC will enable continued development 
of insights that begin to explain the clinical 
phenotypic heterogeneity that can prevail 
among humans with any given vascular 
disease. Although we ourselves chose to 
exploit the utilitarian opportunities offered 
by BOEC, it seems that our initial work (1) 
helped crack open the door, lending just 
enough light to interest others in seeking 
an expanded understanding of the fasci-
nating biology of the endothelial cell. We 
feel privileged to have made a small con-
tribution to these areas of vascular biology.
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apeutic proteins: coagulation factor VIII 
for hemophilia (9); angiostatic proteins 
for experimental cancer (10); and eNOS 
for pulmonary hypertension (Somani and 
Hebbel, unpublished observations). Oth-
ers have used vWF-overexpressing BOEC 
for canine von Willebrand disease.

Diversity of clinical phenotypes
Returning to the concept that launched our 
BOEC journey, we did find that surveying 
BOEC gene expression implicated a spe-
cific alteration of endothelial function that 
conceivably could account for a specific 
disease phenotype. Predictably, the devel-
opment of this approach, to enable the 
survey of genetic influences rather than 
culture conditions, required technique 
perfection, adoption of extraordinary pre-
cautions, and many standardization and 
validation experiments (11, 12).

First, we studied children with sickle 
cell anemia (11), all of whom have a system-
ic inflammatory state; yet, only some devel-
op the inflammatory vasculopathy that 
causes childhood stroke. The gene expres-
sion patterns in BOEC isolated from chil-
dren with sickle cell anemia suggested that 
those with vasculopathy possessed vascular 

(the biological equivalent of BOEC) when 
needed. This derives from an emerging 
paradigm in regenerative medicine that 
therapeutic promotion of vascular repair/
development probably depends upon a 
collaboration between ECFC/BOEC and 
a nutritive source of proangiogenic factors 
(6, 7). Hematopoietic and/or mesenchy-
mal cells that produce these substances 
likely are provided in contributory thera-
peutic introductions of “EPC.”

In bioengineering, BOEC have been 
used in the development of bioartificial 
vascular structures, valve coatings, and 
nanomatrix materials for wound healing. 
In cell biology, BOEC cultures enable 
study of the effect of a given protein on 
endothelial biology, as has been demon-
strated for vWF mutants and endoglin 
deficiency. Additionally, BOEC have been 
used to assess epigenetic features of eNOS 
functional biology and, intriguingly, have 
been injected as bait and later recaptured 
to identify the roles of specific signal-
ing molecules during vasculogenesis (8). 
BOEC also have been used for experimen-
tal gene therapy. Using animal models, 
we evinced the utility of BOEC as carrier 
vehicles to deliver overexpressed, ther-

Figure 1. Blood endothelial cell types, origins, and culture. Circulating endothelial cells (CEC) are 
detached from the vessel wall endothelium as the result of injury and/or disease. Blood outgrowth 
endothelial cells (BOEC) have all the characteristics of mature endothelial cells. They seem to be 
progeny of endothelial colony–forming cells (ECFC), a marrow-derived progenitor that resides both 
in blood and within in situ endothelium. The other relevant cell appearing from appropriate culture 
of blood mononuclear cells was labeled “EPC” (intended for endothelial progenitor cells). These were 
later shown to be of hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) origin.
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